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Encyclopedia of Stem Cell Research (2 Vol.Set)Sage Publications, 2008
What is a stem cell? We have a basic working definition, but the way we observe a stem cell function in a dish may not represent how it functions in a living organism. Only this is clear: Stem cells are the engine room of multicelluar organisms-both plants and animals. However, controversies, breakthroughs, and frustration continue to swirl in...
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Handbook of Modern Sensors: Physics, Designs, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2003


	Seven years have passed since the publication of the previous edition of this book.

	During that time, sensor technologies have made a remarkable leap forward. The

	sensitivity of the sensors became higher, the dimensions became smaller, the selectivity

	became better, and the prices became lower. What have not changed are the...
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Expert CAD Management: The Complete GuideSybex, 2007
You probably started out as a practicing architect, an electrical engineer, or an industrial designer and somehow found yourself in a CAD management position. You may be struggling with dual questions: “How did I get here?” and “What do I do now?” These are reasonable questions and not uncommon for those who find themselves...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C# 2010 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2010

	Over a decade ago, a small team of designers met in a small conference room on the second floor of Building 41 at Microsoft to create a brand-new language, C#. The guiding principles of the language emphasized simplicity, familiarity, safety, and practicality. Of course, all those principles needed to balance against one another; none are...
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Computer Vision Systems: 8th International Conference, ICVS 2011, Sophia Antipolis, France, September 20-22, 2011, ProceedingsSpringer, 2011


	Computer Vision is the science and technology of machines that see. The dominant

	scientific conferences in computer vision, such as ICCV, CVPR and ECCV,

	concentrate on theories and models for obtaining information from images and

	image sequences. The intensely competitive nature of these conferences leaves

	little room to...
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CCNP BSCI Portable Command Guide (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2007
Preparing for the CCNP® certification? Working as a network professional? Here are all the CCNP-level commands for the Building Scalable Cisco Internetworks (BSCI) exam you need in one condensed, portable resource. The CCNP BSCI Portable Command Guide is filled with valuable, easy-to-access information and is portable...
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Kindle Fire Application Sketch BookApress, 2011

	Think you have the next great Kindle Fire app idea? The Kindle Fire Application Sketch Book is an essential tool for any aspiring Kindle Fire developer. This sketch book makes it easy to centralize and organize your ideas, featuring enlarged Kindle Fire templates to write on. Professionally printed on high-quality...
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Multimedia on Symbian OS: Inside the Convergence Device (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Multimedia on Symbian OS is the only book available to discuss multimedia on Symbian OS at this level. It covers key areas of multimedia technology, with information about APIs and services provided by Symbian OS. Other key features include details of UI platform-specific APIs from S60 and UIQ.
    This pioneering book covers each of...
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Dreamweaver MX: PHP Web Development (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2002
PHP is one of the most popular server-side scripting languages available. It’s powerful and easy to learn. Combined with MySQL, a fast, cross-platform, and free open source database, it makes a very effective tool for developing database-driven web sites.
This book is all about developing PHP/ MySQL web sites with Macromedia Dreamweaver...
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MCSE Training Kit—Microsoft Exchange 2000 Server Implementation and AdministrationMicrosoft Press, 2001
This official MCSE TRAINING KIT teaches IT professionals how to set up and support Exchange 2000 Server-as they prepare for the corresponding MCP exam. Topics include planning an implementation or upgrade to Exchange 2000 Server; configuring clients and servers, Internet protocols and services, mail and messaging systems, and security; implementing...
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Secrets from the Innovation Room: How to Create High-Voltage Ideas That Make Money, Win Business, and Outwit the CompetitionMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Whether you believe it or not, you are naturally creative; the secret lies in  knowing how to tap into your inner creativity. Secrets from the Innovation  Room takes the mystery out of the creative process, describing a new way of  thinking you can use to produce fresh, practical, money-making ideas guaranteed  to revolutionize your...
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Integrated Auditing of ERP SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	This book is designed not to provide detailed audit/review programs for ERP systems but to underline the main concepts involved in each major phase of the ERP life cycle, as well as the major components of ERP systems of special interest to auditors. It is intended to familiarize the reader with the built-in controls in the ERP architecture...
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